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Why is Al 11B2
À not a magic number in TOF-MS?
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Bimetallic anionic and neutral clusters, consisting of group III elements (Aln21B1 , Aln22B2 ,
Aln21In1 , and Inn21Al1 , n511– 14), have been theoretically investigated by density functional
theory at the B3LYP/6-31G* ~LanL2DZ for the In element! level. The calculated optimized
equilibrium geometries and total energies of neutral and anionic clusters give a satisfactory
interpretation of magic number clusters observed in time of flight mass spectra~TOF-MS!. Our
results show that Al11B2

2 is the most stable among Aln22B2
2 (n511– 14) cluster anions and keeps

an icosahedronlike structure, contrary to what had been suggested previously. Whether a magic
number turns out in TOF-MS likely depends more on the stability of theneutralclusters than on the
stability of the anions. The Al11B2 neutral cluster is less stable than Al12B2 , and this is why Al11B2

2

does not appear as a magic number in TOF-MS. In addition, we found that icosahedral structures do
not always hold for the magic cluster anions considered in the present study. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1603217#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been renewed interest in searchin
unusually stable~‘‘magic’’ ! metal clusters. The discovery o
fullerenes1 and metallocarbohedrenes2 in molecular beams
has prompted attempts to produce other magic clusters
might serve as building blocks for cluster-assembled mat
als. If such exotic materials could be formed, they might w
exhibit unique electronic, magnetic, optical, mechanic
and/or catalytic properties. While several types of ma
clusters have now been considered by theory, doped alu
num clusters3–11 have been studied repeatedly and are es
cially promising candidates.

On the other hand, several studies have shown tha
metallic systems have certain characteristics that often m
them better catalysts than pure metals.12–15 For this reason,
bimetallic nanoclusters are used in several commer
catalytic16 and electrocatalytic17,18 processes. The activ
components of dispersed metal catalysts are small clus
and, therefore, cluster properties, not bulk properties, are
sponsible for the observed characteristics.19 For these two
reasons, understanding the electronic and dynamic prope
of small bimetallic clusters, which constitute an intermedi
between single atoms and condensed matter, and their
tionship with observed macroscopic phenomena, has do
less become one of the most important issues in cluster
ence.

In an experimental study3 of the mass ion intensity dis
tribution of Aln21B1

2 and Aln22B2
2 clusters, the intensity

distribution of Aln21B1
2 was found to be almost the sam

as that of Aln
2 and ‘‘magic numbers’’~i.e., unusually high

peaks in the mass spectra! appear atn513 ~i.e., Al12B1
2) and

n523 clusters. However, Al11B2
2 is not magic.

a!Electronic mail: renef@yorku.ca
5940021-9606/2003/119(12)/5949/6/$20.00
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Nakajimaet al.3 attributed the anomalous properties
Al11B2

2 to the fact that, under the icosahedral structure
Al13

2 , it is possible to substitute one smaller diameter B at
in the center of the cluster, but this structure can ill afford
substitute two Al atoms by the smaller B atoms.

From the point of view of the jellium electronic shells
the valence electrons of the boron atom could contribute
the formation of the closed shells~40 electrons! in both
Aln21B1

2 and Aln22B2
2 clusters. Al11B2

2 should be observed
as a magic number as a consequence of the 2p shell closing,
but it is not.

In the present paper we focus on bimetallic anionic a
neutral clusters consisting of group III elements~B,Al,In!.
We have calculated the equilibrium geometry and total
ergy of neutral and anionic Aln21B1

2 , Aln22B2
2 , Aln21In1

2 ,
and Inn21Al1

2 (n511– 14) clusters using first principle
theory. Our present theoretical results show that both Al12B1

2

and Al12B1 clusters are the most stable species amo
Aln21B1

2 and Aln21B1 clusters, respectively, supporting th
criteria of magic clusters: electronic closed-shell and ico
hedral geometry. Our results show that Al11B2

2 is also the
most stable among Aln22B2

2 cluster anions and that it keep
an icosahedronlike structure, which is in contradiction w
the hypothesis made in Ref. 3. Whether a magic num
shows up in TOF-MS is more likely dependent upon t
stability of the corresponding neutral clusters. Because
Al11B2 neutral cluster is less stable than Al12B2 , Al11B2

2

does not appear as a magic number in TOF-MS~see Sec. III
for details!.

In Sec. II we provide a brief outline of our computa
tional procedure. A discussion of our results and a summ
are given in Secs. III and IV, respectively.
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The geometry optimizations were performed by the d
sity functional theory~DFT!20–27using the B3LYP24,25 func-
tional. A 6-31G* basis set28 was used for B and Al atoms
and a DZVP orbital basis set29 for the In atom in the case o
Aln21In1 . In the cases of Inn21Al1 , an effective core poten
tial ~ECP! and LanL2DZ basis set30 were used. It includes a
double-zeta basis set and the relativistic effective core po
tial ~RECP! determined from a relativistic calculation of a
atom.

We did a thorough search for the lowest-energy str
tures using different initial configurations~with or without
symmetry constraints! for each cluster. In cases with no sym
metry constraint, possible Jahn–Teller distortions were ta
into account. Vibrational frequencies were computed at
B3LYP/6-31G* ~DZVP/LanL2DZ! levels to characterize sta
tionary points. All calculations were performed using t
GAUSSIAN 98program.31

For each cluster, the calculations were repeated for v
ous spin multiplicities. The following results are based on
geometries and spin multiplicities corresponding to the lo
est energies.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimized equilibrium geometries and total energ
of anionic and neutral Aln21B1

2 , Aln22B2
2 , Aln21In1

2 , and
Inn21Al1

2 (n511– 14) clusters are shown in Figs. 1–4. T
difference in the total energies between the ground state
the neutral and anionic clusters provides the adiabatic e
tron affinity ~AEA!.

In order to compare the relative stability of the cluste
we calculated energy gains (DE) corresponding to adding a
‘‘M’’ atom ~M5Al or In! to an Mn21Xm cluster:

DEn52@E~MnXm!2E~Mn21Xm!2E~M!#,

DEn
252@E~MnXm

2!2E~Mn21Xm
2!2E~M!#.

HereE is the total energy of the respective systems. A p
vious theoretical study32 has shown that one of the facto
contributing to the relative peak height in the mass spectr
clusters is the magnitude of this energy gain. Other prop
ties that might correlate with peak height were also co
puted: AEAs, HOMO–LUMO gaps, and lowest vibration
frequencies of the clusters. These quantities are listed
Tables I–IV.

A. Al nÀ1B1
À clusters

The equilibrium geometries of Aln21B1
2 and

Aln21B1 (n511– 14) clusters are illustrated in Fig. 1. No
that in all these clusters the B atom resides inside the Aln21

cage, irrespective of their size and charge states. We did
sider several other initial geometries in our search for
lowest equilibrium geometry of every cluster considered,
example,~i! the icosahedron with the B atom located on t
surface;~ii ! distorted icosahedra with symmetry point gro
D5d , C5v , C3v , andC2v ; and ~iii ! a few initial geometries
completely different from the icosahedron. Similar searc
were done for the other series of clusters considered. B
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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Al12B1
2 and Al12B1 clusters form a slightly distorted icosa

hedron. The Al11B1 and Al13B1 clusters both in anionic and
neutral forms are related to the icosahedron structures: d
ing one surface Al atom from the icosahedron cage gi
Al11B1 , and adding one more Al atom residing outside t
icosahedron cage at a threefold coordinated site, similar w
the case of the Al13K1 cluster,33 gives Al13B1 ~see Fig. 1!.
The Al10B1 cluster both in anionic and neutral state is b
yond the framework of the icosahedron, the B atom is
cated in the center of a distorted cube consisting of eigh
atoms, the other two Al atoms reside at the top and bottom
the cube. The geometry of a neutral Al10B1 cluster is more
distorted than that of its anionic partner.

From Table I, one can see that for the Aln21B1 clusters
the energy gain,DEn , in going from Al10B1 to Al11B1 is
2.44 eV, while that in going from Al12B1 to Al13B1 is 2.74
eV. The energy gain in going from Al11B1 to Al12B1 is sub-
stantially higher, namely 3.23 eV. The energy gains
Aln21B1

2 clusters have similar trends to those of Aln21B1 .
These energy gains suggest that Al12B1 clusters should be
more abundant than Al11B1 and Al13B1 in both neutral and
anionic clusters. This is consistent with the electronic sh
closure criterion34–36 ~40 valence electrons! of Al12B1

2 and

FIG. 1. Equilibrium geometries of anionic and neutral Aln21B1 clusters.
The small dark shade circles are B atoms while the bigger and lighter s
circles are Al atoms. The total energies are in a.u.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the geometrical spherical shape~icosahedron! for both
Al12B1 and Al12B1

2 . Thus, if Aln21B1 clusters are born neu
tral, the enhanced stability of Al12B1 would result in produc-
ing more of the Al12B1

2 clusters in TOF-MS. Note that all th
calculated properties that we expect to correlate with the
bility point to n512 as the most stable in both neutral a
anionic forms~see the underlined numbers in Table I!.

B. Al nÀ2B2
À clusters

The equilibrium geometries of Aln22B2
2 and

Aln22B2 (n511– 14) clusters are illustrated in Fig. 2. No
that these clusters have equilibrium geometries similar
those of Aln21B1

2 and Aln21B1 (n511– 13) clusters with
one Al atom replaced by one B atom. Two stable configu
tions of Al12B2

2 and Al12B2 clusters, Al12B2-I and Al12B2-II,
were found. The Al12B2-I structure is a novel configuratio
in which one Al atom resides almost right on the top of t

FIG. 2. Equilibrium geometries of anionic and neutral Aln22B2 clusters.
The small dark shade circles are B atoms while the bigger and lighter s
circles are Al atoms. The total energies are in a.u.
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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surface B atom. The anionic and neutral Al12B2-II clusters’
structure are close to those of Al13B1 and Al13B1

2 . The total
energies of Al12B2-I anionic and neutral clusters are lowe
than those of Al12B2-II anionic and neutral clusters, by 0.3
and 0.49 eV, respectively.

Nakajimaet al.3 speculated that the disappearance of
magic number Al11B2 could be explained by the geometr
structure. Namely, under the icosahedron structure, it is p
sible to substitute one smaller diameter atom in the cente
the cluster, but this structure can ill afford to substitute tw
atoms. However, our present theoretical results show
Al11B2

2 is the most stable among Aln22B2
2 (n511– 14), and

that it has an icosahedronlike structure. So the follow
question arises: Why does Al11B2

2 not behave as a magi
number like Al12B1

2 in TOF-MS? One answer to the questio
could be found by the comparison of the energy gains (DEn

in Table II! of the associatedneutral clusters.
From Table II, one can see that for the Aln22B2 clusters

the energy gain,DE, in going from Al9B2 to Al10B2 is 2.42
eV while that in going from Al10B2 to Al11B2 is 2.81 eV. The

de

FIG. 3. Equilibrium geometries of anionic and neutral Aln21In1 clusters.
The big dark shade circles are In atoms while the smaller and lighter sh
circles are Al atoms. The total energies are in a.u.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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energy gain in going from Al11B2 to Al12B2-I is substantially
higher, 3.25 eV. For the Aln22B2

2 clusters the energy gain
have a different trend from those of Aln22B2 . The energy
gain in going from Al10B2

2 to Al11B2
2 is 3.39 eV, which is

substantially higher than others, which shows that Al11B2
2 is

still the most stable among Aln22B2
2 (n511– 14) cluster an-

ions. Note that the lowest vibrational frequency~97 cm21!,

FIG. 4. Equilibrium geometries of anionic and neutral Inn21Al1 clusters.
The big dark shade circles are In atoms while the smaller and lighter s
circles are Al atoms. The total energies are in a.u.

TABLE I. Lowest vibrational frequencies, adiabatic electron affiniti
~AEA!, HOMO–LUMO gaps, and energy gains (DEn) in adding an Al atom
to Aln21B1 clusters. The largest number in each column is underlined.

Cluster

Lowest freq.~cm21!
AEA
~eV!

HOMO–LUMO gap DEn (eV)

Neut. Anion Neut.~eV! Anion Neut. Anion

Al10B1 39 32 2.74 2.01~a! 2.09
1.45~b!

Al11B1 42 19 2.47 1.30 1.81~a! 2.44 2.18
1.13~b!

Al12B1 90 111 3.19 2.99(a) 3.00 3.23 3.94
1.32(b)

Al13B1 65 34 2.00 2.19 1.46~a! 2.74 1.56
2.04~b!
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
adiabatic electronic affinity~3.04 eV!, and HOMO–LUMO
gap~2.52 eV! of Al11B2

2 are properties that should correla
with stability and they are all the largest within th
Aln22B2

2 (n511– 14) series. However, energy gains
Table II suggest that the neutral Al12B2 clusters should be
more abundant than Al10B2 and Al11B2 neutral clusters.
Thus, the enhanced stability of Al12B2 would result in more
Al12B2

2 clusters being observed than Al11B2
2 in TOF-MS

since there are more of the precursor Al12B2 clusters to
which an extra electron can get attached. This is probably
main reason why the mass peak of Al11B2

2 never appears a
a magic number.3 This analysis is again evidence that th
mass ion intensities of AlnB2

2 anionic clusters might be tied
to the abundance of the corresponding neutral clusters.32

C. AlnIn1
À clusters

In Fig. 3, we present the equilibrium geometries
Aln21In1 and Aln21In1

2 (n511– 14) clusters. Note that in a
these clusters the In atom resides outside the Aln21 cage,
irrespective of their size and charge states. Only the Al12In1

2

cluster could form a slightly distorted icosahedron, albeit
In atom is not located in the center of the Al cage. T
structure of the Al12In1 neutral cluster is strongly distorte
and very different from an icosahedron. For the neut
Aln21In1 clusters, the energy gain (DEn) in going from
Al10In1 to Al11In1 is 2.577 eV while that in going from
Al11In1 to Al12In1 is 2.594 eV~see Table III!. The energy

de

TABLE II. Lowest vibrational frequencies, adiabatic electron affiniti
~AEA!, HOMO–LUMO gaps, and energy gains (DEn) in adding an Al atom
to Aln22B2 clusters. The largest number in each column is underlined.

Cluster

Lowest freq.~cm
21!

AEA
~eV!

HOMO–LUMO gap DEn (eV)

Neut. Anion Neut.~eV! Anion Neut. Anion

Al9B2 39 32 2.88 2.01~a! 2.09
1.45~b!

Al10B2 53 20 2.45 1.72 2.04~a! 2.42 1.99
1.16~b!

Al11B2 52 97 3.04 2.52~a! 2.52 2.81 3.39
1.12~b!

Al12B2-I 25 21 1.94 2.48 1.40~a! 3.25 2.16
2.35~b!

Al12B2-II 63 41 2.88 2.01 1.54~a! 2.76 1.78
1.89~b!

TABLE III. Lowest vibrational frequencies, adiabatic electron affinitie
~AEA!, HOMO–LUMO gaps, and energy gains (DEn) in adding an Al atom
to Aln21In1 clusters. The largest number in each column is underlined.

Cluster

Lowest freq. (cm21)
AEA
~eV!

HOMO–LUMO gap DEn (eV)

Neut. Anion Neut.~eV! Anion Neut. Anion

Al10In1 34 27 2.66 1.97~a! 1.94
1.37~b!

Al11In1 33 10 2.14 1.87 1.77~a! 2.577 2.21
1.37~b!

Al12In1 8 26 3.01 2.16(a) 2.37 2.594 3.31
1.53(b)

Al13In1 20 31 2.29 1.67 1.47~a! 2.405 1.68
1.55~b!
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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gain in going from Al12In1 to Al13In1 is lower, 2.405 eV.
However, for the anionic Aln21In1

2 clusters the energy gai
in going fromn512 to n513 is 3.31 eV, which is substan
tially higher than the others. This shows that Al12In1

2 is still
the most stable among Aln21In1

2 (n511– 14) cluster anions
due to its electronic shell closure.

For the Aln21In1
2 series, in going fromn512 to n

513, we have simultaneously closing of the electronic sh
~from 37 to 40 electrons!, and the atomic shell~n from 12 to
13!. It is not clear which of the two is the most important f
the stability of the cluster.

D. InnAl1
À clusters

In Fig. 4 we present the equilibrium geometries
Inn21Al1

2 and Inn21Al1 (n511– 14) clusters. Note that in a
these clusters the Al atom resides inside the Inn cage, irre-
spective of their size and charge states. However, the ic
hedronlike conformation could not be found in eith
In12Al1

2 or In12Al1 clusters. Curiously, In12Al1 adopts aD5h

symmetry structure that has formally five fewer pair intera
tions than the icosahedron. Generally, the configuration
neutral clusters are a little bit more distorted compared w
those of their anionic partners.

For the neutral Inn21Al1 clusters, the energy gain (DEn ;
see Table IV! in going from the In10Al1 to In11Al1 is 1.63 eV
while that in going from Al11In1 to In12Al1 is 1.92 eV. The
energy gain in going from In12Al1 to In13Al1 is 1.85 eV, a
little lower than the former. For the anionic InnAl1

2 clusters,
the energy gain in going from In11Al1

2 to In12Al1
2 is 2.46 eV,

which is substantially higher than the others. This res
shows that In12Al1

2 is still the most stable amon
Inn21Al1

2 (n511– 14) cluster anions due to its electron
shell closure and approximate spherical shape~bicapped cen-
tered pentagonal prism, close to aD5h symmetry point
group!. However, this conclusion is only tentative becau
the very low vibrational frequencies in Table IV suggest th
we may well have missed the global minima for these cl
ters.

Finally, we briefly discuss the relation of an icosahed
structure with atomic radii. For a purely geometric reas
~assuming atoms are rigid spheres!, the ideal combination of
atomic radii ~R! in a X12Y icosahedral cluster isRY

50.90RX ~assumingY is in the center!. The metallic radii of

TABLE IV. Lowest vibrational frequencies, adiabatic electron affiniti
~AEA!, HOMO–LUMO gaps, and energy gains (DEn) in adding an Al atom
to Inn21Al1 clusters. The largest number in each column is underlined.

Cluster

Lowest freq.~cm21)
AEA
~eV!

HOMO–LUMO gap DEn (eV)

Neut. Anion Neut.~eV! Anion Neut. Anion

In10Al1 5 2 2.62 1.94~a! 1.91
1.17~b!

In11Al1 14 7 2.28 1.48 1.46~a! 1.63 1.29
1.13~b!
In12Al1 8 17 2.81 1.75~a! 1.77 1.92 2.46
1.03~b!
In13Al1 10 9 2.08 1.75 1.41~a! 1.85 1.12

1.36~b!
Downloaded 30 May 2006 to 130.63.133.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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B, Al, and In atoms are 0.98, 1.43, and 1.66 angstrom37

respectively. For Al12B1
2 , we haveRB /RAl50.685, which is

far from ideal, the B atom is too small. However, atoms ha
no fixed size, and there are reasons to believe that th
central atom is electron rich~it has a coordination of 12
versus only 6 for the peripheral atoms!, and is therefore
‘‘bigger’’ than a typical B atom. In the case of Al12In1

2 , we
haveRIn /RAl51.16: the In atom is much too big. This give
a simple rationale for why we could not find a local min
mum for an icosahedron with the In atom in the center. N
that in the case of Al12Cu1

2 , an icosahedron with a Cu atom
~the radius is 1.28 angstrom!37 located in the center has bee
found.32 However, in the case of In12Al1

2 , the ratioRAl /RIn

is 0.86, and yet we could not find a local minimum for a
icosahedron with the Al atom in the center.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Bimetallic anionic and neutral clusters, Aln21B1 ,
Aln22B2 , Aln21In1 , and Inn21Al1 , (n511– 14), have been
theoretically investigated by density functional theory at t
B3LYP/6-31G* ~LanL2DZ for Indium! level. The theoretical
results and discussions clarify two important concepts as
ciated with metal clusters. In a mass spectrum, it has b
found that the charged metal clusters with certain number
atoms are more abundant than others and hence are c
‘‘magic numbers.’’ These magic numbers are related to
electronic shell and geometrical structures of charged
neutral clusters considered, but especially to those of
neutral clusters. However, the stability of small clusters
governed not only by the electronic shell closing but also
the geometric spherical shape. We see a rather strong c
lation between the atom addition energy gain, HOMO
LUMO gap, electron affinity, and lowest harmonic vibr
tional frequency. We think that all of these calculat
properties are useful indicators of stability.
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